**Widgets: Slideshow Story Recipe**

### Downloading Widgets
Widgets need to be downloaded from the SMART Exchange ([http://exchange.smarttech.com](http://exchange.smarttech.com)).

### Slideshow Widget Usage
A widget which allows you to drag and drop images from the notebook page into it and then use swipe gestures back and forth to view the images one at a time.

1. Insert all needed images onto a page
2. Insert the Slideshow widget
3. Drag the stack of images from the page onto the widget
4. Navigate through the images by clicking on the thumbnails or dragging from left to right or vice-versa

**Options:**
- ![Insert the active image onto the Notebook page](image)
- ![Click to active the delete option. Drag the image thumbnail to the trashcan to delete the image from the slideshow. Also, use this option to rearrange the order of the images.](image)

### Story Recipe Activity from Movellas (Suggestions) Widget Usage
Movellas is a story sharing community. This widget provides suggestions for your own story.

1. Click the “Click here to start” link
2. A notecard will appear with a Title Suggestion
   - Click OK to accept this title suggestion
   - Click New (New Suggestion) to for a different suggestion
   - Click Skip to go to the next story part selection option without adding the current element to the summary page
3. Continue through selecting additional story options
4. On the summary page, click Save to send the Story Recipe onto Notebook page
5. Click Reset to start over

---

**Story Recipe (Suggestions) Widget**

**STORY RECIPE**

- **Title suggestion**
  Write a story called: Enigma!

- **Suggestion for a story opening**
  Your story starts with a Twitter message.

- **Names**
  Your hero’s name could be Dickie.

- **Ideas for a setting**
  Your story takes place in Brazil.

- **Character suggestion**
  Your story is about the relationship between a karate expert and a cowardly author.

- **Problems**
  In your story you might have to save the world.

- **Suggestion for a story ending**
  Your story ends with a nasty accident.